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Abstract- The art of conveying code or info in another 

media is discovered as Steganography. In this new 

technique for cloaking the data or info is used in which the 

secret data which are to be concealed is embedded in the 

digital media or audio file. List significant bit method 

(LSB) is used to hide the info in cover audio and the 

position of the information which is to be concealed is 

decided by upper most significant bit(MSB). Sixteen bit 

high quality audio is used which provide us robustness and 

lossless recovery. In the proposed method,  audio file which  

is used to convey the secret message  sampled first and then  

each  bit of individual sample is altered to embed the 

textual information. 

 

Index Terms- Matlab, Digital Audio .Wav File, Secret 

Communication. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent expansion in information technology has made 

quick release and sharing of multimedia information is 

possible. Today, it is very unsafe to handle the data in internet 

against intruders. Data is generally in the form of text, audio, 

video and image. Electronic data includes supererogatory, 

unseen and futile data spaces which can be employed in order 

to cloak messages. In this a new technique for   audio 

steganography is presented where the bits of a hidden message 

are reinstated into the cover audio. Each secret bit is replaced 
into the selected position of a cover coefficient. Using upper 

most three most significant bit location of secret bit is 

determined and in 0th to 7th (Least Significant Bit )  secret bit 

of message is embedded. This technique provides lossless 

recovery, immense audio quality and vitality from the cover 

Audio. 

 A steganographic method of hidding textual 

information in an audio file is represented in this.  Different 

methods are used to conceal the data. Cryptography and 

steganography are two schemes which are used to protect the 

data from attacks. Figure shows the different techniques in 
information security [2]. 

 

 
                         Fig1. Different techniques of information 

security 

  Cryptography techniques consist of such as  merging  

of information with images, and other ways to conceal the 

secret information. Cryptography is nothing but scrambling of 

plain text into cipher text known as encryption, and the reverse 

process is called decryption. The steganography word 

originates is from greek Which means “cover writing”. The 

word stego implies cover and graphia means writing which 

means „cover writing‟. 

 

 

II. STEGANOGRAPHY TYPES IN 

DIGITAL MEDIUMS  

          

 
                       Fig 2. steganography types in digital medium 

 

a. Image Steganography:  This technique takes image 

as a cover object in this technique pixel intensities are 

chnge to hide information [1]. 

 

b. Network Steganography: it will take network as a 

cover object to hide the information such as TCP, 
UDP, IP etc, where obligation is used as transporter, 

is known as network protocol steganography. In the 

OSI network layer model there remain surreptitious 

mediums where steganography can be achieved in 

idle header bits of TCP/IP fields.  

 

c.  Video Steganography: in this technique any file or 

data is hide into video format different pictures 

combination is used as carrier to hide information or 

data. 

 

d. Audio Steganography: When we use audio as a 
media to concel the secret information then it is called 

as audio steganography. due to voice over IP (VOIP) 

popularity it becomes significant media to hide the 

infotmation..it uses digital audio formats such as 

WAVE, MIDI, AVI MPEG or etc for steganography.  

 

e. Text Steganography: In text steganography mosltly 

white spaces and capital letters are use to perform 
information hiding.  
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III. AUDIO STEGANOGRAPHY 

TECHNIQUES 

 

Audio Steganography technique can be classified into five 

types:  

a. List significant bit (LSB) coding    b.     Parity coding 
c.  Phase coding                                 d.     Spread 

spectrum 

d.  Echo hiding.  

Out of which we are focusing on list significant bit (LSB) 

coding. List significant bit technique is one of simpler type to 

hide information in digital medium. In this technique secret bit 

of message is interpolated in cover audio sample file 

 

                  

             Fig 3. Overall process in the proposed steganography 

 

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME 

  

LSB based Audio Steganography with high security: 

 In the current endeavor, an audio file with “.wav” 

extension has been selected as host file. It is assumed 

that the least. 

 Secret message encrypted with some standard 

encryption algorithm and the encryption key is shared 

with the receiver. 

 Without degrading the sound quality the required  bits 

of audio file should be modified. 

 
Position for the embedding secret data is decided by 

decimal value of first three MSB bits of the carrier audio file. 

For e.g. first three MSB bits of the sample file is 111 whose 

decimal value is 7 the one bit of secret message is replaced at 

8th position of sample audio like this each bit of secret message 

is replaced in carrier audio sample file. This process is 

repeated till full secret message is embedded. Encoding 

example is shown in fig 3.  

 

 
 

Fig 4. Bits of a secret Message are conceal in a 16-bit     

CD quality sample using the proposed method [2] 

 

The main advantages of this technique are that 

inserted position of secret message is completely 
unknown to the third party which wants to hack the 

secret message. 

 

 Encoding Algorithm. 

 

1. Take audio file convert it into wav format,  

this audio file is used as cover audio for 

secret message. 

 
       Fig 5. Digital sampling of analog signal 

2. The secret message which is to be hidden is 

encrypted by strong algorithm and the secret 

key from sender is shared with the receiver. 

If secret message is in text format then it will 

be first transform into ASCII code format 
then ASCII value is converted into binary 

format. 

3. Read secret message bit which we want to 

embed. 

4. Convert each audio sample in16 bit 

sequence. 

5. Read upper first three MSB bit from cover 

audio signal convert it into corresponding 

decimal number value. 

6. Embed the secret bit into corresponding 

position which determined by previous step. 
7. Repeat the steps till complete secret data is 

embedded. 

8. Stop. 
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                              Fig5. The process of encoding. 

 

 Decoding algorithm 

 

1. Input at the receiver end is stego audio file which 

consist of secret message. 

2. We select the random bits from stego signal which is 

generated in this method by stron encryption 

algorithm. 

3. If secret message is present in stego signal then 

decrypt the values of signal by using position. 

4. Repeat the step until we get the secret message. 

5. Display the decrypted secret message . 

6. Stop 

 

 
                                                  Fig. 6 Process of decoding 

 

V.IDENTIFY, RESEARCH AND COLLECT IDEA 

A. USE OF SIMULATION SOFTWARE 

Spatial Domain Technique 

In this technique secret data or information is directly 

embedded into the audio samples during this sample value of 

audio sample is direcly change during the process of hiding 
data [3] 

Spatial domain Techniques are classified into 

Different categories  

1. (PVD) Pixel Value Differencing. 

2. (MSB) Most Significant Bit. 

3. (LSB) Least Significant Bit. 

4. (QIM) Quantization Index Modulation. 

5. (RPE) Random Pixel Embedding. 
 

List significant bit methodology is used because this is the 

simplest technique to hide the secret information in it. In this 

technique 16 bit high audio is used as a cover audio signal in 

which 0th to 7th LSB is used to hide the secret information, 

which is not recognized by human ears.   

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 

 
 

Figure one consist of sample of cover audio signal , data 

section , header section and samples of secret data which we 

want to hide. 

Figure two consist of stego signal and extracted secret data 
from that stego signal. 
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B. CONCLUSION 

There are many different steganography techniques are 

available among them hiding data in audio by LSB substitution 
is a simple method. Here the information will be embedded 

based on the stego key. By using this capacity of embedding 

bits into the convert audio can be increased. 
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